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I am one of those people who knew what they wanted to do as a job since they were little. When 
I was about 6 years old, I was set to become an astronaut, when I started studying Physics I knew 
I would delve into this subject. Then in high – school, I had Sci-Fi dreams of moving people into 
space to live on space colonies revolving around the Earth or even on the Moon. Realising such 
ideas could only be put in practice in maybe 30 years time, I found my new passion in 
Astrophysics. Having been motivated by my drive to discover new interesting facts about the 
Universe, I embarked on a path to do research. 

Since in my home country of Romania, there is basically no option for studying Astronomy, I 
decided to apply for the Earth and Space Science program at Jacobs University. I was excited at 
the idea of learning in such an international environment, but was also happy to be close enough 
to home to be able to visit quite often.  

When I arrived at Jacobs, I understood that for a career in Astronomy you need a strong Physics 
background, so I was, let’s say, overambitious, having a full schedule with too many courses 
covering both majors! By the midterms, the weight of it all was really pressing hard on my 
shoulders. The first year was definitely the most difficult, but I having learned the hard way, I 
decided to stick to Physics. In my second year, I realized how much I missed ESS and all the 
nice courses they offer, so I took the giant leap of choosing to do a double major. I received very 
mixed input about this decision, as some professors thought I will not be able to graduate both 
specialisations due to the very high workload, while some welcomed it and supported me all the 
way. In the end, I think it was the right decision for me as I benefitted from not only the strong 
background I acquired at the Physics lectures, but also from the awesomeness of the ESS 
professors who managed to take everything I learned in physics and put in into perspective, 
connect it in new, fascinating ways to the real world.  

Apart from the knowledge and practical expertise I learned in class, another useful skill I was 
trained in at Jacobs was teaching. I was fortunate enough to be offered the opportunity to act as 
teaching assistant in both the physics lab and a physics course. This experience exposed me to 
the difficult job of having to explain to others material which you yourself might not have 
understood fully and I learned how to present myself in front of a crowd of students. This is 
really useful for any person with a research/academic calling, as teaching will always be a 
component in your career development. I recommend it to anyone: it is such a fun, exciting and 
rewarding experience!    

Though, the best thing about Jacobs has to be the internships. I have taken advantage of this 
awesome idea and I tried to maximise my holiday time by doing something enjoyable and useful. 
In the summer of 2008, I worked at the Student Research Centre in Constanta, Romania, back 
home, where I was again involved with a contest organised by NASA. The team that qualified 
for the finals of the competition chose me to be their mentor advisor, which meant I had to guide, 



motivate and give specialised scientific input and much more to high school students who had to 
work very efficiently on a design of a Moon settlement in the very limited time frame available. 

While this internship had a more educational component to it, my second internship, was 
oriented more toward industry. In January 2009, I worked in the Department of Life Sciences at 
OHB System Bremen where I developed the design of an innovative deployment mechanism for 
solar cells installed on spacecrafts. This really helped me realise that I am just not made for 
business and that industry is definitely not “my thing”. In the summer of 2009, I decided to go 
into research and explore Space Physics and Astrophysics. For five weeks, I worked at the 
Department of Space Plasma in the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestial Physics in Garching, 
Germany, where I analysed data from Cluster II crossings of the neutral sheet. In the second part 
of summer, I was intern at the Department of Astrophysics, Cavendish Laboratory, University of 
Cambridge, where I worked in the Optical Interferometry group. My task was to code the ViSim 
software to simulate the imaging process in order to assess the feasibility of proposed 
observations for the Magdalena Ridge Observatory Interferometer. Both of these last two 
internships evolved positively into my Bachelor theses for Physics and ESS. With the aid of Prof 
Vogt and Prof Brüggen, I managed to finish both my theses in time, to graduate with my double 
major and to get accepted to grad school, an invaluable repayment of all the hard work I had put 
in the last few years.  

I am currently enrolled in a one year Master’s at the University of Cambridge, where I am both 
taking astronomy courses and doing a research project. When the supervisors chose the students 
for their projects, the practical experience I acquired during my internships was well appreciated 
and gave me a head-start. This way, I managed to get my first choice: a project with a strong 
observational component in the area of galaxy clusters. I am extremely enthusiastic about my 
research and really found a calling in working with large scale structures at high redshift, things 
which Prof Brueggen was trying to get me involved in already just one year and a half ago! 

Life at Cambridge is extremely intense, having courses, homework and research, all at the same 
time. This is pretty similar to Jacobs and I have to admit that without having the experience of 
the hectic life at Bremen, I couldn’t have coped with all of the work here. I was happy to see that 
the material covered in my courses at Jacobs was not too dissimilar to what my fellow students 
did in their undergrad years at Cambridge. In the astronomy courses, especially, and at 
programming, I felt I was maybe even better prepared than they were, all credit to the ESS labs 
and courses.   

I am currently in the process of choosing a PhD. I was surprised to see how small the astronomy 
community is and how almost everybody knows who, for example, Prof Brüggen is. Having 
been fortunate enough to have been accepted to all the programs for which I applied, the PhD I 
will most certainly embark on in October 2011 is at the Leiden Observatory, where I will have 
the opportunity to collaborate with Prof Brüggen’s group as well. Probably my seniours would 
say I am crazy, but I am really excited about starting research for my PhD, to be able to attend 



interesting conferences, to meet new, fascinating people and to work with telescopes, taste for 
which I developed during the third year excursion to the Skinakas Observatory in Crete.   

I have come a long way and life at Jacobs has really helped me mature. I learned so much 
physics and astronomy in my classes, but also gained so much wisdom imparted by my 
professors. When I was in fourth grade I thought I knew everything there is to know about math. 
When I finished high-school, I thought I had pretty good overview of physics. With time, I 
realized how little I actually know, but I am excited to be able to study a small bit of physics and 
maybe discover something revolutionary about the contents of the Universe. I hope that I will be 
forever as enthusiastic and motivated by the noble goal of science for the sake of science and 
will never lose my passion for the beautiful field of Astrophysics! 


